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Preface

Inclusive growth and financial security
The benefits of e-payments to Indian society

Imagine if every Indian were connected to an e-payment system. In that world, all
Indian citizens would have an independent financial identity that they could call their
own. They would no longer be deprived of basic financial services which are taken
for granted by a more privileged section of the Indian population. In effect, we would
reach our cherished goal of financial inclusion. Financial inclusion of the poor has
long been high on the Indian government’s agenda, and we have an unprecedented
opportunity to achieve this goal.
Financial inclusion of the poor means access to a full suite of formal and reliable
financial services including credit, savings, insurance, payments and remittances,
as well as some form of financial education. Financial inclusion promotes financial
security. Increased financial security in turn implies greater ability to weather
unexpected events, reduced reliance on government/NGO assistance, and
increased economic self-determination.
While the nation has made much progress along this road, a much longer journey lies
ahead. According to estimates in the financial inclusion report1 by the D. Subbarao
committee, only about 40 per cent of the population has access to basic bank
accounts. The proportion of people with access to other financial products is even
lower, with life insurance penetration at around 10 per cent and non-life insurance
below 1 per cent.
Intriguingly, the government has within its hands a powerful catalyst; its own existing
and vast payment interaction with poor households can be electronified as a first
substantial step to achieving financial inclusion. In the same way that India moved
from the “trunk call” phone operator system to STD/ISD-enabled direct dialling
through Public Call Offices (PCOs), electronic payment infrastructure will provide
Indians with a platform to make faster and more secure financial transactions.
Delivering government payments electronically to the poor will not only pay for
itself but will connect households to a formal and secure financial grid. The basic
infrastructure and connectivity this provides will also create an attractive business
proposition to encourage private players to enter this space and provide services
to the poor. Other countries are also actively pursuing this strategy. For example,
in Mexico, recipients of a welfare scheme called Oportunidades are offered a full
savings account in a state-owned bank (Bansefi), and the government benefits can
be collected from banks or from Diconsa, an institution that manages thousands of
community-owned retail stores in Mexico. Now, India has the same opportunity.
This report explores the current inefficiencies in government payment systems and
quantifies the financial and strategic benefits of making government payment flows
electronic. It offers a high-level solution framework to address these inefficiencies,
not with the intent of defining a pre-determined solution, but to assess feasibility and
estimate likely costs.
We hope that the rigorous, analytically driven monetary and strategic benefits
described in this report will provide sufficient impetus for electronification of
government payments and its associated enablers. The preparation of the report
was led by Rajiv Lochan, Naveen Tahilyani, Partners and Adil Zainulbhai, Director
in McKinsey’s India office; Tilman Ehrbeck, formerly Partner in McKinsey’s
1

Financial inclusion: Challenges and opportunities, Duvvuri Subbarao, Jan 11, 2010
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Washington D.C. office and currently CEO, CGAP; and Supriyo Sinha, Associate
Partner in McKinsey’s India office. The project was managed by Krishnan
Vishwanathan with close support from Suparna Biswas and Arnab Ray, all
consultants in McKinsey’s India office, and Drishti Sandhu, research analyst with the
McKinsey Knowledge Centre.
We are grateful to Beth Cobert, Joydeep Sengupta , Ramesh Mangaleswaran,
Thomas Netzer, and Tony Goland, Directors at McKinsey and leaders of the Social
Sector and Financial Inclusion practices of McKinsey, for sharing their expert
insights and perspective in shaping the report.
McKinsey & Company takes sole responsibility for the content of this report. This
report was prepared independently by us as a part of our ongoing efforts to drive
financial inclusion in India. We acknowledge the support received from the Bill &
Melinda Gates Foundation in co-funding the study as part of their shared vision with
us to promote inclusive growth and eradicate poverty.
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Executive summary

Inclusive growth and financial security
The benefits of e-payments to Indian society

Ensuring reliable financial services to poor households of the nation has been an
important and long-standing policy imperative of the government of India. Despite
sustained efforts, millions of rural and urban poor continue to lack opportunities
to borrow, save, insure themselves, and access the numerous services of India’s
formal financial sector. Now, the Indian government has the unprecedented
opportunity to achieve this fundamental but protracted goal of financial inclusion.
Advances in technology and new business models have provided them with a
powerful tool – an electronic payment or ‘e-payment’ system. There is a compelling
case to be made for automating government payments, which includes efficient and
reliable financial interactions with poor households in the informal economy, and full
financial inclusion of India’s poor.
To build the case for e-payments, this report explores the current inefficiencies in
government payment systems and quantifies the potential financial and strategic
benefits of making government payment flows electronic. It offers a high-level
solution framework to address these inefficiencies, not with the intent of defining a
pre-determined solution, but to assess feasibility and estimate likely costs. We hope
that the rigorous, analytically driven monetary and strategic benefits described in
this report will provide sufficient impetus for the electronification of government
payments and its associated enablers.
The benefits of an e-payment system far outweigh the costs. An electronic platform
for government payments to and from individual households could save an
estimated INR 100,000 crore a year – almost 10 per cent of the total payment flows
between the government and households. Our top-down analysis suggests that
the one-time cost of setting up a national e-payment infrastructure is INR 60,000
crore to INR 70,000 crore, which means the direct financial return from e-payments
could cover the cost of building the infrastructure within a year. An e- payment
platform would enable the formal financial sector to more easily and efficiently
reach disadvantaged Indian households and offer modern financial products.
E-payments may well ensure that every poor household in India – approximately
80 to 100 million – will have unparalleled access to secure and convenient benefits
directly from the government, and without the interference of intermediaries. An
e-payment infrastructure allows greater penetration into the heart of rural India,
where traditional payment systems remain woefully inadequate in terms of reliability,
convenience, and accessibility. The improved efficiency and greater penetration
of an e-payment setup will likely encourage greater participation from poor rural
citizens, and bring the central government closer to its cherished goal of reducing
poverty and hunger through its welfare, food, and housing subsidy schemes. Thus,
the immediate payback in terms of improving public finances through savings
generated from e-payments, and the longer term goal of financial inclusion at a
relatively low cost, is too valuable an opportunity for policy makers to ignore
(Exhibit 1).
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Exhibit 1

The business case for electronic payments
ƒ

Large direct and indirect benefits of electronic payments

– Direct monetary benefits from electronic payments: INR 1 lakh crore annually to the nation
– Potential reduction in cost of delivery of payments from international case examples: 3x to 5x
– Potential increase in utilisation of government services : 20% to 30%
– Improved delivery of government services
– Reduced corruption
– Greater financial inclusion

ƒ

The one time upfront cost to set up the infrastructure necessary to realize these benefits: INR
60,000 crore to INR 70,000 crore

THE BENEFITS OF E-PAYMENT
Substantial monetary savings
In 2008-09, payments between the Indian government and individual households – in
the form of direct cash transactions, subsidies and public services such as education
and healthcare – amounted to INR 13.3 lakh crore (about INR 11,200 per capita, which
is almost a third of the per capita income of India).
Our estimates indicate that automating these payments could reduce inefficiencies
endemic to current payment flows, and save the Indian government about INR
100,000 crore (about INR 900 per capita) in total annual payments. This saving is
almost one third of the government’s spend of INR 290,000 crore on welfare schemes
for the poor. The bulk of the savings, INR 82,700 crore, would come from welfare
schemes, where payment inefficiencies reach 30 per cent or higher (Exhibit 2).
Of the INR 100,000 crore in savings, about INR 71,000 crore would accrue to the
government, about INR 26,200 crore to individual beneficiaries and about INR 2,800
crore to intermediaries2 (payment and operational). The largest beneficiaries in the
central government would be the Ministry of Public Distribution and Consumer
Affairs (about INR 25,400 crore), the Ministry of Rural Development (about INR 9,200
crore) and India Post (about INR 3,900 crore). Of individual beneficiaries, financially
excluded households stand to gain the most: INR 17,000 crore of the total benefits
accruing to individuals.
2

Refers to intermediaries in the payment flow path. These include financial intermediaries
like banks and operational intermediaries like contractors and suppliers
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Exhibit 2

~83% (INR 82,700 crore) of the total benefits (INR ~100,000 crore) from epayments will accrue from welfare schemes
ESTIMATES
INR Crore

Benefit as a
% of total
flows

Welfare schemes are the largest
contributors to benefits
Welfare
schemes

Salaries
& pensions

82,700

3,500

28
28

11

TPDS
State
govt
schemes
NREGS
Fertilizer
subsidy

SSS
disbursements

7,000

44

Personal
taxes

1,500

11

SSS
receipts

5,300

Total

100,000

44

88

Benefit as a
% of total
flows

Detailed scheme-wise benefit

IAY
SSA

58
58

30,000

28
28

12,800

40
40

15,100

88

6,000

34
34

4,000
2,800

12
12

ICDS

2,900

39
39

NRHM

1,200

11
11

Others

7,900

18
18

Total

82,700

28
28

SOURCE: McKinsey analysis, India budget, state budgets, literature search, interviews, field visits

This savings potential of INR 100,000 crore provides a huge opportunity for the
government to create an impact in multiple ways. To put the potential benefits into a
comparative perspective, these savings could alternatively:
—— Result in a reduction in India’s fiscal deficit by more than 20 per cent; or
—— Help boost India’s welfare spending by over 25 per cent. In fact, the savings
potential is greater than the total spend of the Ministry of Rural Development
on all its welfare schemes put together; or
—— Have funded the entire expenditure incurred on Sarva Shiksha Abhiyan since
the program started (about INR 65,000 to 75,000 crore); or
—— Fund the entire cost of the Food Security Act (estimated at INR 54,000 crore
annually); or
—— More than double the outlay for fertiliser subsidy by the Ministry of Chemicals
and Fertilisers; or
—— Increase the per capita income of poor households by 15 to 20 per cent
Valuable strategic benefits
Just as important as monetary benefits, electronic payments also broadly provide
various key stakeholders with substantial strategic benefits. First, they improve the
efficiency and efficacy of government services to the poor and financially excluded.
Second, they provide ancillary benefits in the form of improved efficiency in other
government functions like tax collection and maintaining law and order. Third, they
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create new business opportunities by enabling the delivery of new products and
services.
Examples of e-payment pilot studies in India have demonstrated that e-payments
increase the utilisation of government services by the poor and financially excluded,
indirectly affecting the efficiency and effectiveness of these services. In various
parts of India, for example, rural beneficiaries are not completely convinced about
the government’s ability to follow through on its promise to pay them through their
NREGS program. In some districts of Andhra Pradesh, however, the utilisation of
NREGS funds increased by 25 per cent when payment reliability was improved
through e-payment initiatives.
Service institutions like clinics and schools can also be impacted by an e-payment
system. The Indian government’s Janani Suraksha Yojana (JSY) maternity program
provides rural women with financial incentives to have safe institutional childbirths.
Despite significant government outreach, however, the use of institutional child
delivery services continues to be infrequent in many parts of the India due to
widespread inefficiencies in JSY benefit payouts. It can also be argued that on-theground service providers like health workers and school teachers will also be easier
to recruit and retain, and be more motivated to perform when the Health Ministry
and state governments offer payment reliability and demand accountability.
Greater payment reliability is also likely to lead to improved service delivery by
central ministries and state governments. For instance, the Ministry of Rural
Development might achieve its quality goals under the Indira Awaas Yojana (IAY),
a rural housing subsidy scheme, by ensuring that full entitlements reach individual
households so that there are no compromises on construction quality.
It is not just the government programs related to individual households that benefit
from e-payments. Other government functions stand to gain from increased
payment efficiency. For example, opacity, delays, and unreliable data in current
payment flows often hinder budgetary planning. Through the input of nodal
agencies and the increased transparency of electronic payment flows, the Ministry
of Finance could have better insight into government expenditure, and reduce the
extent to which government funds lie unused in unproductive current accounts.
A transparent payment trail and a robust know-your-customer process backed
by biometric authentication will also significantly impact law and order institutions
by reducing instances of financial corruption, potentially reducing stress on law
enforcement agencies, the Home Ministry and state governments. An institution
like the Reserve Bank of India would see more transparent incoming and outgoing
flows of funds in an e-payment system, which would reduce instances of fund
misappropriations or “laundering.” Similarly, as cash transactions decline, so would
the spread of India’s cash-based grey economy, leading to more money in legitimate
systems, and improved public revenues through increased tax collections for
the Ministry of Finance. Even a 10 per cent reduction in the grey economy 3 could
potentially result in an INR 50,000 to 60,000 crore tax windfall for the nation.

3

India’s grey economy is estimated at 40% of GDP by Prof. Arun Kumar, Professor of
Economics, Jawaharlal Nehru University and the author of “The Black Economy in India”
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E-payments can also help existing businesses create new opportunities, such
as new and more customised products and services for markets. For example,
e-payment would allow India Post to deliver advance remittance features and
account-to-account transfers nationwide, while it would offer local kirana stores
more traffic with the installation of ATM points or nodes for bill payments. It is not just
the untapped rural market that stands to gain, but also customers who are already
financially included, and are in a position to avail of the new services offered by an
e-payment infrastructure.
Exhibit 3 summarises the direct monetary and strategic benefits accruing to various
relevant government ministries (i.e., ministries making or receiving payments) and
other stakeholders – making a strong case for the implementation of an electronic
payments system.
Exhibit 3

E-payments will accrue large direct monetary and strategic
benefits for various stakeholders
INR Crore

Stakeholders
MoPD

Payment originators

MoRD

Not applicable

Direct
monetary Strategic benefit
ƒ Reduction in wastage of food grains, because of more efficient procurement process
25400
linked to timely availability of accurate consumption data

600

ƒ
ƒ
ƒ
ƒ
ƒ
ƒ
ƒ
ƒ

400

ƒ
ƒ
ƒ Increased utilisation of funds under JSY. Resultant improvement in institutional delivery

9200

India
Post

3900

MoC&F

3300

MoHRD

ESTIMATES

1300

MoF

MoH

Increased utilisation of funds under different schemes like NREGS and IAY
Improved quality of construction of houses under IAY
Increased penetration of small savings schemes due to improved service delivery
Development of new services using e-payments infrastructure
Increase in timely access to fertilizer, increasing farm productivity
Improved teacher attendance in schools resulting in improved quality of education
Increased children enrolment in schools related to improved delivery of mid day meals
Greater financial inclusion spurred by increased formal savings and creation of a
financial identity
Increased tax collection from reduction in grey economy
Greater control on nation’s working capital through efficient fund allocation
rates

ƒ Increased recruitment and reduced attrition of ASHA workers resulting in improved
delivery of health services

Other stakeholders

State
Govt

24200

ƒ
ƒ
ƒ
ƒ

Reduced corruption from diversion of funds
Improved law and order situation
Increased belief of people in administration
Greater financial inclusion spurred by increased forma savings and creation of a
financial identity
Reduced money laundering through greater access to information regarding flow of
funds in the country

RBI

ƒ

Home
Ministry

ƒ Reduced corruption from diversion of funds
ƒ Improved law and order situation
ƒ An effective e-payments system will necessarily mean a robust authentication system

UID
Authority
of India
Banks

and increased use of UID services by different organizations

ƒ Banks get access to a new and un-penetrated customer base to sell financial products
to

Payment originators, Planning Commission and Ministry of
Finance can better plan welfare schemes
 Increased transparency of transactions

 Timely access of data
 Improved reliability of the data gathered
SOURCE: McKinsey analysis; expert interviews, field visits, secondary research
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INEFFICIENCIES IN GOVERNMENT PAYMENTS
Our detailed analysis of government payments shows that inefficiencies are
endemic, causing a total loss of about INR 100,000 crore every year. The
inefficiencies have three main sources:
 Transaction costs (these account for 15 to 20 per cent of total losses): These
comprise the higher cost of manual transactions, compared to electronic
processing. Two examples illustrate the problem: first, the use of cash or
cheques for payments increases the transaction cost for the government and the
beneficiary. Time and effort are spent in cheque transfers between various levels
of government, and in payment into the recipient’s bank or post office account;
second, beneficiaries incur costs, such as the cost of long distance travel, to
access their benefits from a location. We estimate that for every INR 100 the
government pays to an NREGS worker, it spends about INR 6 to 7 in terms of lost
wages and travel costs for the worker to redeem the benefit.
 Administrative and overhead costs (these account for 5 to 10 per cent of
total losses): These losses include added costs related to auditing and payment
reconciliation, and added planning and budgeting costs due to the use of manual
processes by intermediaries, which makes data aggregation and analysis
complex and time-consuming.
 Leakages (these account for the major share – 75 to 80 per cent – of total losses):
These occur because of the diversion of benefits to unintended individuals or
groups. Both the government and intended beneficiaries suffer losses. The
government incurs a loss when it makes payments to people who are not the
intended recipients. Beneficiaries lose when they fail to receive their full entitlement
because part of it is illegally extracted by some intermediaries. For example, in the
National Rural Employee Guarantee Scheme (NREGS), tampering with muster
rolls is a prevalent form of leakage. A government investigation in a district in Tamil
Nadu4 found that the muster rolls contained absentee names, as well as names of
deceased people. Several identity cards were issued in a single name and entries
showing daily payments were made for all of them.

4

“Action taken against panchayat representatives”, September 26 2010, The Hindu
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Methodology for estimating payment inefficiencies
This report has estimated payment inefficiencies in a comprehensive way.
Payment flows were prioritised for rigour of flow analysis and inefficiency
estimation. Representative flows were selected for deep-dive analyses based
on volume of flow, extent of inefficiency, and relevance to financial inclusion. The
payment flows were then mapped out detailing the multiple, heterogeneous ways
in which payments move from the originator to the end beneficiary.
As step one, interviews with key officials and in-depth studies of audit reports,
NGO papers, and other literature were used to estimate the extent of leakages in
the system. Where relevant, analogies from other markets were used to estimate
leakage inefficiency. For example, to understand potential leakages in the Indian
post office system, examples from banking were used from before the time Core
Banking System was enabled and systems were computerised. The transaction
and overhead costs were then computed using a detailed model that captured
multiple elements of inefficiency. These included man hours lost in doing manual
payment transactions and in auditing and reconciliation. The notional loss
of interest to the end beneficiary was computed to account for the delays in
payments. The costs were computed relative to what would be the costs under
an e-payment scenario, and only the differential was estimated as inefficiency.
As step two, a few representative states were mapped against certain
dimensions to gauge the extent of evolution of electronic payments, e.g.,
proportion of NREGS payments that were made through banks, post offices and
through gram panchayats. Other dimensions included the proportion of works
related payments made through Electronic Funds Transfer (EFT) and proportion
of government employees paid through EFT. Based on this, a representative
inefficiency was calculated for the nation for the schemes selected for deep dive.
As step three, other payment flows were mapped based on their payment
characteristic against one or more of the representative flows selected for deep
dive. The inefficiency numbers were then extrapolated to these payment flows
to arrive at an overall estimate of inefficiency that can be addressed through
electronic payments in the country.
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E-PAYMENT: A POTENT SOLUTION
An electronic payment system is a first and important step towards achieving the
long-held fundamental goal of financial inclusion. Planning for a successful solution
will require a concerted effort by all major stakeholders. We have delineated the
important elements of such a solution – stated with the intent to estimate at the
highest level the costs, monetary or otherwise, that would be incurred in any
e-payment solution, and not with the intent to prescribe any single solution.
Elements of an e-payment solution
Establishing an e-payment system in India will require three main actions:
 Creating the required infrastructure: Maximising the full extent of e-payment
benefits will require significant investment in infrastructure. All government
departments and agencies will have to be fully networked to ensure that all
information transfer is electronic. This includes basic computer and software
application infrastructure as well as broadband connectivity to a centralised
network. Making e-payments a convenient routine for citizens would also mean
extensively installing accessible and convenient transaction points. Ideally, every
village would have a transaction point for their financial service needs. Finally, to
ensure payment reliability, a tamper-proof identity authentication infrastructure
will have to be installed, especially at payment points that serve the poor, illiterate,
and rural sections of India. We estimate that this will entail a one-time cost of INR
60,000 crore to INR 70,000 crore that will pay for itself in a year against a potential
savings of about INR 100,000 crore annually.
 Encouraging commercial players to use the infrastructure: In order to
increase the future economic viability of e-payment infrastructure investments,
financial service providers and financial intermediaries will be required to align
themselves as stakeholders in the set up. For example, banks and other financial
service providers should consider actively developing products suited to the
average rural and poor household, and distribute these products over the
e-payment infrastructure created. Similarly, channel managers, who are service
providers to the rural consumers, will have to optimise their operations around
the infrastructure created to deliver financial products to the poor households in
a sustainable manner.
 Setting guidelines in several areas to maximise the government’s
utilisation of the payment infrastructure: While progress has been made in
some areas like government salaries and electronic tax payments, an integrated
and comprehensive approach is required. For example, central and state
governments should make all salary payments electronically into employee
bank accounts. Starting by ensuring that all newly recruited employees have a
bank account, governments could create accounts for existing employees and
eliminate the use of cash and cheques over time. A similar effort could be made
to ensure all payments to vendors and contractors are electronic. Governments
can potentially create a list of registered/approved vendors and contractors to
be used for government-funded works with continual updating of these lists. An
example of sub-optimal usage of e-payments is related to monetary transfers
between government entities, mostly at the sub-district level. All payments
made from district level government entities to block and gram panchayat level
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entities can be made electronically, not only improving the delivery time but also
improving reliability of payments reaching the gram panchayat office.
Risks to consider
E-payments and financial inclusions raise some potential risks that need to be
addressed in the solution:
 Operational risks in an electronic world: These include the chances of
internal or external fraud, damage to assets due to catastrophic events, or theft/
vandalism and risks of system failure. As compared to risks in the cash-based
economy, which are more frequent but of lower value per incident, risks in an
electronic world are less frequent but can often result in greater losses.
 Risks of financial inclusion: A high degree of financial inclusion, while
enormously beneficial for individuals and the economy, does raise a few risks
of its own. With insufficient knowledge or experience, people may make poor
choices about their finances, such as taking on too much credit or credit at an
expensive rate.
These risks are to be expected and can be managed. Anticipating and mitigating
them in the multiple-step path to electronic payments will maximise the benefits to
the nation without compromising security.
*

*

*

A national e-payments system is a critical step in achieving India’s long-standing and
fundamental goals of inclusive growth and financial security for its poor. Now is the
time to seriously and successfully reach for these goals. The technology is available,
and the substantial monetary savings from reducing the present inefficiencies
are enough to pay for the required infrastructure. The benefits to all stakeholders
of a modern, reliable, and well-functioning payment platform are numerous and
substantial. All that remains is for the nation to have the will to make it happen.
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1. Current payment flows
between government and
individuals
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In pursuing economic development and supporting underprivileged groups, the
Indian government makes large payments to consumers and small businesses,
including transfers to state governments and governmental bodies for providing
basic social services associated with employment, food, security, elementary
education, and basic health care.
Total government disbursements and receipts for 2008-09 amounted to INR 47
lakh crore, of which consumer-linked payment flows (i.e., disbursements to and
receipts from consumers) amounted to INR 13.3 lakh crore (Exhibit 1.1). Government
disbursements and receipts include payments originating from or received by
central and state governments and municipal bodies, with 11 central government
ministries and the state governments accounting for the majority of payment flows
(Exhibit 1.2).
Exhibit 1.1

Government payment flows related to individuals
amounted to INR 1,332,000 crore in the 2008-09 budget
INR ‘000
crore
Consumerrelated flows
(961, 20%)
Govt.
expenditure
(2485, 52%)
Overall
payments
flow of
central and
state governments in
India
(4762,
100%)

Others
(business- and
governmentrelated)
(1524, 32%)

290

Welfare
scheme

6%

199

Consumerrelated flows
(371, 7%)
Govt.
receipts
(2277, 48%)

Others
(business- and
governmentrelated)
(1906, 41%)

299

139

961

–

% of total
payment flow

Payment flows between the
government and individuals
1,332

Salaries Pensions Small
Provident Total
savings fund
scheme
disbursements
6%

3%

150

Personal taxes Small
savings
schemes
receipts
4%

39

194

(Payment flow volume, %
of total payment flow)

3%

4%

1%

22

Railways

0%

20%

371

961

371

Total

7%

Govt.
receipts

Govt.
expenditure

 All payment flows between government and individual are included
 Payment flows between government and business have not been considered for this report

SOURCE: McKinsey analysis; India budget; state budgets; RBI handbook on state budgets; ministry-level budgets

Total
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Exhibit 1.2

Government payments originate mainly from 11 central
ministries and the state government

Receipts
Expenditure

Payment flow by originator
401

INR ‘000 Crore
349

11
11 0

1,332

335
66

199

123

76

0

48
48

MoRD

12
0 12
MoH

19
0 19
Mo
HRD

45
0 45
Mo
PD

0

Mo
C&F

132
10
122

0

1

1

61
39

150

22

123
0

56
56

0

76

MoF

MoA

MoD

Other
central
govt.1

IR

India
post

Other
govt2

State
govt

Total

Central government ministries and departments
MoRD: Ministry of Rural Development; MoH: Ministry of Health and Family Welfare; MoHRD: Ministry of Human Resource Development; MoPD:
Ministry of Public Distribution & Consumer Affairs; MoC&F: Ministry of Chemicals and Fertilizers; MoF: Ministry of Finance; MoA: Ministry of
Agriculture; MoD: Ministry of Defence; IR: Indian Railways
1 Salaries and pensions of other central government departments and agencies
2 Collections of municipal corporations
SOURCE: McKinsey analysis; India budget; state budgets; RBI handbook on state budgets; ministry-level budgets

CONSUMER-LINKED DISBURSEMENTS
In 2008-09, consumer-linked disbursements accounted for INR 961,000 crore
(72 per cent of total consumer-linked flows of INR 13.3 lakh crore). Three
components accounted for more than 80 per cent of these disbursements:
welfare schemes, government salaries, and small savings schemes.
Welfare schemes
Government payments in the form of direct cash payouts, subsidies, and service
delivery form the basis of the government’s inclusive growth agenda. Welfare
schemes run by the central and state governments aim to provide basic services for
the economic and social development of rural and underprivileged groups. Payments
under 22 welfare schemes amounted to INR 290,000 crore in 2008-09 and went
towards providing employment security for the rural poor, accelerating development
in rural areas, ensuring food security for the poor, and promoting health and education
for women and children (Exhibit 1.3). Payments take the following forms:
 Direct cash: This category includes a total of four schemes where cash is
paid directly to the beneficiary. For example, the Ministry of Rural Development
spends over INR 30,200 crore a year on programmes such as the National Rural
Employment Guarantee Scheme (NREGS), which provides employment to
rural households for 100 days in the year. Another scheme is providing housing
through the Indira Awaas Yojana (IAY). The total value of cash-based welfare
schemes was approximately INR 54,000 crore in 2008-09.
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 Subsidies: This category includes a total of 12 schemes where the benefit is
passed on to consumers in the form of subsidies. For example, the Department
of Public Distribution runs the government’s flagship programme for national
food security through the Targeted Public Distribution System (TPDS),
amounting to INR 51,300 crore annually for those below the poverty line (BPL).
The total value of subsidies including that for food and fertilisers was around INR
134,000 crore in 2008-09.
 Services to individuals: This category includes a total of five schemes that
involve payments to vendors, contractors, and service providers providing
supplies and services to consumers. For example, the Department of Human
Resource Development runs the Sarva Shiksha Abhiyan (SSA) programme
to promote universal primary education for children; the programme covers
funding for school infrastructure, teacher salaries, books, and uniforms.
Similarly, the Ministry of Women and Child Development runs the Integrated
Child Development Services (ICDS) programme to provide healthcare, nutrition
and education to children below the age of six. The total value of individual
services amounted to about INR 56,000 crore in 2008-09.
 State government: Apart from the schemes sponsored by the central
government with matching state contributions, individual state governments run
independent welfare schemes. Based on budget analyses of the states, these
welfare expenditures range from 5 to 10 per cent of the state’s expenditure.
For the purpose of tabulating benefits, we have assumed 7 per cent of state
expenditure goes towards welfare schemes that are broadly of three types:
direct cash, subsidies, and service to individuals.
Exhibit 1.3

Social welfare payments amount to INR 290,000 crore originating across
various central government ministries and state governments
INR ‘000 Crore
Type of
welfare
scheme

1.1 Cash

Central government ministries and departments

Scheme name

MoRD

NREGS

30.2

IAY

8.1

MoH MoHRD MoPD MoC&F MoF

NSAP

MoA

MoD

Other
central
govt

37.4

3.2

11.3

0.7

0.9

1.4

12.2

NRHM

51.3

0.9

3.2

0.9

3.9

12.2

24.3

134

10.8
5.9

0.5

7.2

6.3
7.2

6.8

56

6.8

Labour welfare
scheme

0.5

1.4 State govt All
48

54

1.4

7.7

10.8

ICDS
Service –
1.3
individual MDM

Total by
category

76.1

2.3

SSA

Total

7.2

4.5

43.7

Others

Total

Other State
govt govt

76.1

TPDS

SGRY

India
Post

0.5

Fertilizer
subsidy

SGSY

IR

4.5

Total Sanitation
0.9
campaign

1.2 Subsidy

Not applicable

11

19

44

76

5

1

SOURCE: McKinsey analysis; India budget; state budgets; RBI handbook on state budgets; ministry-level budgets

8

0.5
45.9

45.9

46

79

290

290
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Salaries of government employees
The Indian government spends up to INR 299,000 crore a year on salaries and
wages for state and central government employees. Of this, state government
salaries amount to INR 188,000 crore and central government salaries to
INR 111,000 crore. Salaries for Indian Railways employees form the largest
component of central government salaries (INR 31,000 crore), with those for the
Department of Defence and India Post coming next (INR 27,000 crore and
INR 5,000 crore respectively).
Small savings schemes
The Post Office Savings Bank (POSB) operates as an agency for the Ministry of
Finance, offering basic savings products to households in urban and rural areas
through its network of more than 154,000 post offices. India Post has a customer
base of more than 170 million and offers eight products: savings accounts, term
and recurring deposits, monthly income scheme, Kisan Vikas Patra (KVP), National
Savings Certificate (NSC), Senior Citizens Savings Scheme (SCSS), and the Public
Provident Fund (PPF). Small savings disbursements amounted to INR 194,000 crore
in 2008-09.

CONSUMER-LINKED RECEIPTS
In 2008-09, consumer-linked receipts accounted for INR 371,000 crore (28 per cent
of total consumer-linked flows of INR 13.3 lakh crore). Two components make up
more than 90 per cent of receipts: tax collections and small savings schemes.
Tax collections
Tax collections, amounting to INR 199,000 crore in 2008-09, include all consumer
taxes paid to central and other government bodies. The largest component of
consumer taxes is personal income tax (INR 123,000 crore), collected by the Ministry
of Finance. Other tax receipts include stamp and registration duties (INR 46,100 crore),
vehicle taxes (INR 16,800 crore) and employment tax (INR 3,300 crore) collected by
state governments, and property taxes (INR 10,600 crore) collected by municipal
bodies. Although a significant payment flow from consumers to the government,
consumer taxes do not originate from the poor and financially excluded; hence,
inefficiencies and implied benefits of electronic payments will not accrue to such
households.
Small savings scheme
Receipts from the small savings scheme include consumer deposits into postal
savings accounts and other deposit and investment products. Total receipts
amounted to INR 150,000 crore in 2008-09. Exhibit 1.4 portrays the complete
payments map between government and individuals, split by payment flow type
and originators.
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Exhibit 1.4

Payments map related to the government and individuals by types
of payment flow and originating entities
Central government ministries and departments

INR ‘000 Crore
Flow category

Sub-flow category
1.1 Cash1
1.2 Subsidy1

1 Welfare schemes

1.3

Service –
individual1

1.4

State
government

2 Salaries

2.1 Salaries

3 Pensions

3.1 Pensions

MoRD

MoH

MoHRD

MoPD

MoC&F

38.9

0.0

MoA

MoD

India
post

IR

44.4
10.8

1.0

75.8

0.7

19.1

0.1

0.2

0.0

5.2

0.2

1.5

9.3

133.9

5.9

14.0

56.6

45.9

45.9

188.0

299.2

299

66.9

139.3

139

35.6

32.8

31.0

20.2

44.2

7.9

5.1

Savings
4.2
certificates

38.1

38.1

4.3 Others (PPF)

13.9

13.9

5.3 Vehicle

46.1

46.1

16.8

16.8

3.3

6.1 Savings bank

119.0

20.0

20.0

6.3 Others (PPF)

11.0

11.0

7.1 Provident fund

38.4

38.4

7.2 Railways

21.9

21.9
48

12

19

45

76

132

1

56

123

61

1 Internal McKinsey classification
SOURCE: McKinsey analysis; India budget; state budgets; RBI handbook on state budgets; ministry-level budgets

349

11

199

3.3

119.0

Savings
6.2
certificates

Total

194

10.6

10.6

5.5 Employment

7 Others

290

122.6

122.6

Stamp and
registration

5.4 Property tax

Small savings
schemes receipts

Total by
category

54.0

141.6

5.2

6

Total

141.6

5.1 Income

5 Personal Taxes

State
govt

Not applicable

10.7

4.1 Savings bank
Small savings
4 schemes
disbursement

Other
govt

4.4

2.1
6.8

MoF

Other
central
govt

401

1332

150

60
1332
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2. Inefficiencies in current flows
and benefits of e-payment
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An often lamented fact is that a large part of government payments in India falls into
the wrong hands or is spent on administrative and other needs, greatly reducing the
intended benefit of the payments. An e-payment platform, with supporting enablers
(e.g., supporting systems, staff, and processes), would stem these inefficiencies at
their source and provide direct monetary and strategic benefits for the government,
payment intermediaries, and beneficiaries.

THREE MAIN INEFFICIENCIES
The inefficiencies in payment flows can be classified into three types:
 Inefficiencies due to transaction costs: These account for 15 to 20 per cent
of total losses. The use of cash and cheques for payments is one of the biggest
drivers of these costs. For example, the use of cheques means time and effort
spent in transferring cheques between district- and block-level entities and
village panchayats, delayed payments into post-office accounts due to the lack
of a clearing system, and the handling of large transaction loads. India Post’s
small savings scheme also incurs high transaction costs through its manual
processes, cost of handling cheques and cash, and use of manually updated
passbooks.
 Inefficiencies due to administrative and overhead costs: These account
for 5 to 10 per cent of total losses. The use of manual processes and the overuse
of cash and cheque for payment increase administrative and overhead costs.
Two types of administrative functions are impacted:
—— Budget planning: Many payment flows, especially for welfare schemes,
require significant planning for budget allocations. In the Sarva Shiksha
Abhiyan (SSA), annual planning starts with bottom-up planning from the
block level, aggregated up to the district and state levels and then presented
to the central Human Resource Development Ministry. Allocations for the
next fiscal year are determined by using data from prior years in terms of
allotment, utilisation, and milestones achieved. These tasks are complex
because of the lack of data in a usable format, and the reliability of data is
often questionable. Central and state governments invest a lot of resources in
gathering accurate data of the required detail from across the country.
—— Audit and reconciliation: Most payment flows are accompanied by an
audit and/or reconciliation process. For example, the state of Maharashtra
audits every fair price shop in the state twice a year to ensure that correct
practices are being followed. This involves examining thousands of individual
hand-written entries in the shop register, where every sale transaction is
recorded, and then auditing and reconciling those numbers. This is a timeconsuming process that requires large resources and often does not yield
the desired result.
 Inefficiencies due to leakages: These account for 75 to 80 per cent of
total losses. Leakages take the form of payments to unintended beneficiaries
and occur mainly in welfare schemes. Payers such as the Ministries of Public
Distribution and Rural Development and Health, and central government
agencies such as India Post are the most affected.
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Leakage, for example, is the main source of inefficiency in the National Rural
Employment Guarantee Scheme (NREGS). Misrepresentation of man-hours in
the muster log is a prevalent practice, with the recording of an inaccurate number
of workers or work days. A study5 showed that workers had allowed their job
cards to be used for recording fictitious work, against which payments had been
made. Over-invoicing for works programmes is another misuse of the NREGS. An
investigation6 discovered embezzlement of almost INR 4 crore in the purchase of
materials for 18 village panchayats.
Another example of leakage is the withdrawal of beneficiaries’ funds by others
using forged identities, forged signatures, and other fraudulent measures.
Incidents of such frauds in benefit payments to rural health workers and rural
female beneficiaries of NRHM are widespread, most commonly resulting from the
unreliable current payment system and its associated complications.

FOUR UNDERLYING ISSUES
Four main issues – lack of secure authentication processes of beneficiaries, manual
processes including record keeping and reconciliation, poor access to banks
and post offices, and the use of cash or check for payments – make government
payments inefficient in India (Exhibit 2.1):
 No secure authentication of beneficiaries: This problem arises in two
ways:
—— The document certifying authenticity may be incorrect. A common
occurrence is the issuing of ration cards to people who are not poor,
identifying them as below-the-poverty line (BPL). This entitles them to
benefits under different schemes such as food and housing subsidies. The
Andhra Pradesh government, for example, has issued 18 million ration cards7
when it has an estimated six to seven million BPL families.8 Some of the
mismatch is due to differences between the centre and state governments in
defining BPL households. The rest is incorrect categorisation of households.
Estimates reveal that 20 per cent of the benefits under the food subsidy
scheme go to wrongful claimants.9
—— Misrepresentation of a person causes the benefit to accrue to the wrong
individual. Authentication is often granted against a signature, or without
photographic identification. This often happens with the knowledge of the
intermediary, who gets a portion of the benefit. Most cash-based welfare
schemes face this issue. As an example, a gram panchayat secretary,
along with the manager and clerk of the cooperative bank involved,
misappropriated INR 1.15 crores by crediting funds to accounts of agents

5
6
7
8
9

“Evaluating Performance of NREGA”, 2009, NCAER - Public Interest Foundation study
“Special investigation exposes fraud worth crores in MNREGA”, May 21 2010, DNA
India Stat as reported in Lok Sabha for Unstarred Question No. 438, dated 07.07.2009.
India state as reported by Ministry of Consumer Affairs, Food and Public Distribution for
2000. Assuming 5% annual growth in BPL households
“Performance Evaluation of Targeted Public Distribution System (TPDS), Programme
Evaluation Organisation”, Planning Commission, Government of India, March, 2005
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who had not worked under the NREGS.10 In another incident,11 an amount
of INR 4 lakhs was disbursed in the name of workers who claimed they had
never worked nor had ever received the wages.
 Manual processes including manual record keeping and reconciliation:
Apart from increasing administrative and overhead costs, the use of manual
processes makes it difficult to track leakages. For example, retail transactions,
the most important transaction record for the food subsidy programme, are
maintained in ledgers against BPL ration cards. In the ledger, numbers are
recorded by hand against a beneficiary’s signature or thumb print. In essence,
an INR 51,000 crore welfare programme like the food subsidy depends on the
ability of 500,000 small entrepreneurs to maintain these records with very little
monitoring to ensure accuracy. A leakage of 30 to 35 per cent of the food subsidy
amount can be attributed to manual processes at the fair price shop. India’s
postal system also faces this issue. It serves the savings needs of millions of
households across rural and urban India and yet has inadequate automation
of processes and payment flows. There are significant leakages in the postal
system due to the use of manual pass books and payment processes. Press
reports12 have noted fraud in savings schemes, with money withdrawn from
accounts of rural dwellers against forged signatures and passbooks. Our
analysis place the leakages at 2 per cent of gross disbursals or receipts of the
postal system based on past data on bank frauds and type of postal customers.
 Poor access to banks and post offices: A commendable step by the
government has been to increase the extent to which it routes payments
to beneficiaries through banks and post offices directly to their accounts.
Nevertheless, beneficiaries continue to face two fundamental problems:
—— Costs in accessing benefits, which reduce the amount of benefit actually
received. This happens mainly due to the paucity of banks and post
offices within a convenient distance of an individual’s home or work place.
Transportation cost incurred in visiting banks and post offices for payment
forms a large part of this cost. Beneficiaries also face opportunity cost, e.g.,
in wages lost while waiting at bank branches or post offices. While bank
branches are on an average within 10 km of villages, they can be as far as
25 to 30 km in states like Orissa. The problem is exacerbated by a lack of
dependable transportation for rural dwellers. A trip to the bank often takes
up the entire day for the beneficiary. Even when NREGS wages are paid
directly into earners’ bank accounts, most workers have to spend about
4 to 6 per cent of their wages just to get to the bank. The lack of access also
affects government employees stationed in remote parts of the country. Most
state governments employ teachers and healthcare workers in rural villages
to fulfil the universal education and health care mission. While many state
governments have automated salary disbursal through direct bank transfers
to these workers, reaching the bank remains difficult. The loss to society from

10 “GP secretaries suspended on charge of misusing funds”, April 19 2010, The Hindu
11 “Evaluating Performance of NREGA”, 2009, NCAER - Public Interest Foundation study
12 “Indian Post Office Banking Fraud”, November 2 2009, The Tribune; “Post office scam: Two
in CBI custody”, September 28 2010, http://in.news.yahoo.com
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reduced productivity of these health and education workers is often much
larger than the monetary cost of travel.
—— Restrictions preventing optimal use of benefit payment accounts. While
government benefit payments are routed through bank and post office
savings accounts, restrictions are placed on these accounts. They are
opened solely for the disbursal of the benefit with strict rules on when the
disbursal will take place during the week. Two problems arise from these
restrictions: first, beneficiaries do not and cannot treat these accounts as
savings, creating nothing more than transaction overhead costs for the
banks; second, the payment intermediary (bank or post office manager) gets
undue influence over who these disbursements. This likely contributes to the
incidents of beneficiaries being defrauded of their entitlements.
 Use of cash/cheque for payment: The use of cash or cheque at various
points in the payments flow leads to two forms of inefficiency. First, the
transaction costs associated with handing cash and cheques is significantly
higher than that for an electronic fund transfer. A district SSA director pointed
out that, prior to the automation of payment flows, he would spend one to two
full days each month signing cheques for vendors, contractors, teachers, and
schools. While automation entailed a fair amount of time in gathering bank
account information and implementing the process, once it was done, the
director could focus on the more useful tasks of overseeing the programme.
Second, the use of cash, and to a smaller extent the use of cheques, permits
leakage as the payment trail is unavailable or difficult to audit and analyse.
Exhibit 2.1

Payment inefficiencies are driven by four underlying issues
1

Mode of
inefficiency

1

Lack of secure
authentication

2

Manual
administrative
processes

Cash and cheque
payments require
significant mandays
for processing
resulting in high
transaction costs e.g.
6 lakh man-days spent
in writing cheques for
SSA fund flows

Transaction
costs

Manual records result in
time and labourconsuming audit
processes, leading to high
administrative costs e.g.,
TPDS audit processes

Administrative
2 and overhead
costs

3 Leakage

3

Use of cash / check
as a payment
instrument

Manual authentication at
time of withdrawal can
result in higher leakage
e.g. PO withdrawals for
NREGS are against
thumb impressions that
can be easily manipulated

Fictitious man-days
recorded in manual
job musters in
NREGS against which
payments are
released

Use of cash increases
extent and probability of
leakage, particularly in
welfare schemes e.g. IAY
payouts

Low literacy levels and lack of awareness exacerbates
leakage due to easy exploitation of beneficiaries
SOURCE: Field visits; literature search; payment flow analysis; expert interviews; McKinsey analysis

4
Poor accessibility to
banks / post offices
Distance from banks
in remote/rural areas
creates transaction
cost for beneficiaries
(travel cost, travel
time and notional loss
of wages)
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NREGS Payment Flow
The National Rural Employment Guarantee Scheme (NREGS) is the flagship
welfare scheme of the central government. Its objective is to ensure livelihoods
by providing at least 100 days a year of guaranteed wage employment for rural
households. Any adult member of rural households willing to do unskilled work is
eligible for participation in the NREGS programme. The outlay on the programme
increased from INR 14,850 crore in the financial year 2007-08 to INR 49,500 crore
in 2009-10.
The payment process varies from state to state. Periodic release of payments to
workers, usually on a weekly or bi-weekly basis, may be made at the state, district
or block level, depending on how centralised the process is. Payments are made
through a pay-order prepared by the block. Payments are gradually shifting away
from cash and are currently made predominantly through post offices or banks,
as shown in the exhibit 2.2.
Exhibit 2.2

Leakage and transaction costs in NREGS payments
Release of funds to NREGS worker
C1 Funds released to
the beneficiary a/c
from block/ district/
state a/c

Fund
releasing
authority
Gram
panchayat
(GP)

Issue jobcard

NREGS
worker

L1

Local bank/
post office

Payment via bank or
post-office into
beneficiary account

Maintain job
muster to log
attendance

Apply for
registration

Apply for
job

C2

Report for
regular work
at site

Funds
received by
worker

Approaches
bank / PO

C3, L2
Certain states are
experimenting with
the bank-BC model
for delivering
payment to workers
at village level

Approve estimate
and authorise
release of funds

On a weekly/ biweekly basis

Allot job

Mate/ site
supervisor

L3

BM/ post-master
authorises
withdrawal of funds

Funds flow
L

Leakage
related
inefficiency

C

Cost related
inefficiency

In absence of
beneficiary a/cs,
GP official
withdraws cash
physically and
distributes to
workers at GP
office or at the
local worksite

Cash

SOURCE: NREGS scheme details; press articles; interviews; field visits

As the exhibit shows, the two major types of inefficiencies in the NREGS are as
follows:
Leakage (L1): Misrepresenting man-hours in the muster-log to record higher work
days either through non-existent workers (i.e. recording workers who have not
reported to work) or inaccurate work days (i.e. recording higher work days than
for the number of workers who have reported for work)
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Leakage (L2): Extraction during withdrawal of funds by beneficiary
Leakage (L3): Leakage due to over-invoicing of works, payments made against
fictitious works, or extraction from vendors/contractors
Transaction cost (C1): Costs incurred by the state administration in preparing payorders and writing cheques for release of payments
Transaction cost (C2): Costs incurred by the beneficiary to receive payments
(travel cost and notional wage loss)
Transaction cost (C3): Costs incurred by payment intermediaries for processing
and releasing payments

THE BENEFITS OF E-PAYMENT
Stemming current payment inefficiencies by putting an electronic payment platform
into place will provide sizeable monetary benefits to both government ministries and
individual beneficiaries, particularly the poor. There are also substantial strategic
benefits, including better quality of services, greater utilisation of services, and
reduced corruption – and most importantly, an increased pace of financial inclusion.
Exhibit 2.3 summarises the strategic and monetary benefits for government as well
as citizens and intermediaries, while Exhibit 2.4 details the direct monetary and
strategic benefits accruing to the various payment originators and other government
stakeholders.
Exhibit 2.3

Solving for the payment inefficiencies through e-payments can result in
large direct monetary and strategic benefits to many stakeholders

Direct monetary
Strategic benefits

Benefit type

Beneficiary type
Government

Citizens and intermediaries

INR 71,000 crores annually

INR 29,000 crores annually

Cross-cutting benefits across payment flows that are
important but not necessarily quantifiable. For example:
ƒ Increased utilization
ƒ Improved efficiency and efficacy
ƒ Reduced corruption
ƒ Greater financial inclusion

SOURCE: McKinsey analysis

ESTIMATES
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Direct monetary benefits
We estimate that reducing payment inefficiencies can create a direct monetary
benefit of about INR 100,000 crore to the nation. Of this, benefit to the central
and state governments could be as high as INR 71,000 crore. Most of the benefit
will accrue to the largest originators of payment flows. The Ministry of Consumer
Affairs and Public Distribution, the Ministry of Rural Development and India Post
together stand to gain INR 38,500 crore annually, or 80 per cent of the total benefit
accruing to the central government (Exhibit 2.5). Individual beneficiaries stand to
gain approximately INR 29,000 crore, with most of the benefit (65 per cent or about
INR 17,000 crore) accruing to “financially excluded” groups, e.g., rural wage earners,
low-income investors in post office savings and female beneficiaries of the National
Rural Health Mission (Exhibit 2.6).
Exhibit 2.4

E-payments will accrue large direct monetary and strategic
benefits for various stakeholders
INR Crore

Stakeholders
MoPD

Payment originators

MoRD

Not applicable

Direct
monetary Strategic benefit
ƒ Reduction in wastage of food grains, because of more efficient procurement process
25400
linked to timely availability of accurate consumption data

600

ƒ
ƒ
ƒ
ƒ
ƒ
ƒ
ƒ
ƒ

400

ƒ
ƒ
ƒ Increased utilisation of funds under JSY. Resultant improvement in institutional delivery

9200

India
Post

3900

MoC&F

3300

MoHRD

ESTIMATES

1300

MoF

MoH

Increased utilisation of funds under different schemes like NREGS and IAY
Improved quality of construction of houses under IAY
Increased penetration of small savings schemes due to improved service delivery
Development of new services using e-payments infrastructure
Increase in timely access to fertilizer, increasing farm productivity
Improved teacher attendance in schools resulting in improved quality of education
Increased children enrolment in schools related to improved delivery of mid day meals
Greater financial inclusion spurred by increased formal savings and creation of a
financial identity
Increased tax collection from reduction in grey economy
Greater control on nation’s working capital through efficient fund allocation
rates

ƒ Increased recruitment and reduced attrition of ASHA workers resulting in improved
delivery of health services

Other stakeholders

State
Govt

24200

ƒ
ƒ
ƒ
ƒ

Reduced corruption from diversion of funds
Improved law and order situation
Increased belief of people in administration
Greater financial inclusion spurred by increased forma savings and creation of a
financial identity
Reduced money laundering through greater access to information regarding flow of
funds in the country

RBI

ƒ

Home
Ministry

ƒ Reduced corruption from diversion of funds
ƒ Improved law and order situation
ƒ An effective e-payments system will necessarily mean a robust authentication system

UID
Authority
of India
Banks

and increased use of UID services by different organizations

ƒ Banks get access to a new and un-penetrated customer base to sell financial products
to

Payment originators, Planning Commission and Ministry of
Finance can better plan welfare schemes
 Increased transparency of transactions

 Timely access of data
 Improved reliability of the data gathered
SOURCE: McKinsey analysis; expert interviews, field visits, secondary research
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Exhibit 2.5

Electronic payment has the potential to save the nation INR ~100,000 crore
INR Crore

ESTIMATES

Nation can save INR 100,000 crore
annually by removing payment
inefficiencies

Breakdown of benefits by the government originators
24,200 71,000

Central &
state
govt.

24,200

71,000

9,200

3,900

3,300

400 100 100 46,800
2,100 1,300 600 400

25,400
Beneficiary &
intermediary

29,000
Mo
PD

Total

100,000

Mo
RD

India Mo Other Mo MoF MoH MoA IR
Post C&F cen- HRD
tral
govt

MoD Total
central
govt

State Total
&
other
govt.1

More than 80% of the benefit to central government
departments is realised by saving inefficiencies accruing to
ƒ MoPD
ƒ MoRD
ƒ India post

1 Collections of municipal corporations
SOURCE: McKinsey analysis; India budget; state budgets; literature search; interviews; field visits

Exhibit 2.6

Electronic payment would save individual beneficiaries about INR 26,000 crore
billion of which INR 17,000 crore will benefit financially excluded groups
INR Crore

ESTIMATES

Nation can save INR 100,000 crore annually by
removing payment inefficiencies

Central &
state
govt.

Beneficiary &
intermediary

Total

Beneficiaries can save INR 26,200 crore annually if
payment inefficiencies are removed

29,000

26,200

2,800

Beneficiary

Intermediary

71,000

29,000

100,000

These include INR 11,000 crore of
savings in incidental transaction
costs to the beneficiary and
intermediary which are not directly
linked to the payment flow

SOURCE: McKinsey Analysis, India budget, State budgets, literature search, interviews, field visits

Total

65% (INR 17,000 crore)
of benefits from
addressing these will
accrue to financially
excluded groups
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Our analysis indicates that the potential for savings is largest for welfare schemes
payments (Exhibit 2.7). The total inefficiency in welfare payment amounts to about
INR 82,700 crore. This amounts to 28 per cent of the total payment flows of INR
290,000 crore. In effect, one out of every four rupees that the government spends
on welfare is wasted. The potential for savings is as high as 58 per cent for the
food subsidy scheme but otherwise varies from 10 to 30 per cent across different
schemes. The extent of inefficiency, and hence the benefits potential in cash-based
welfare schemes such as NREGS and Indira Awaas Yojana, is higher than in other
welfare schemes where payment is predominantly to vendors/contractors or more
literate government employees. Given the intent of these programs, the potential
benefits of reducing the inefficiencies extend far beyond the already large monetary
benefit. As we will discuss in the next section, improving payment reliability will
improve service reach and quality, and significantly improve the socio-economic
situation of poor households in India.
Small savings schemes payment flows will also benefit immensely from e-payments,
largely due to reduced leakages in the form of fraudulent withdrawals (INR 6,750
crore). A large part of India Post’s customer base (40 per cent by some accounts13)
comprises poor households. It is likely that this segment bears the brunt of these
leakages as opposed to wealthier and more literate customers.
Our analysis suggests that the savings potential in welfare programs and small
savings schemes amounts to 15 to 20 per cent of the per capita annual income of a
poor household in India.
Exhibit 2.7

~83% (INR 82,700 crore) of the total benefits (INR ~100,000 crore) from epayments will accrue from welfare schemes
ESTIMATES
INR Crore

Benefit as a
% of total
flows

Welfare schemes are the largest
contributors to benefits
Welfare
schemes

Salaries
& pensions

82,700

3,500

28
28

11

TPDS
State
govt
schemes
NREGS
Fertilizer
subsidy

SSS
disbursements

7,000

44

Personal
taxes

1,500

11

SSS
receipts

5,300

44

Total

100,000

88

Benefit as a
% of total
flows

Detailed scheme-wise benefit

IAY
SSA

58
58

30,000

28
28

12,800

40
40

15,100

88

6,000

34
34

4,000
2,800

12
12

ICDS

2,900

39
39

NRHM

1,200

11
11

Others

7,900

18
18

Total

82,700

28
28

SOURCE: McKinsey analysis, India budget, state budgets, literature search, interviews, field visits

13 “Savings Banks: Rediscovering a Well-Trod Path to Financial Inclusion”, June 7 2010,
Daniel Rozas quoting WSBI, World Bank
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Exhibit 2.8 portrays the direct monetary benefits by payment flow and beneficiary
type.
Exhibit 2.8

The direct monetary benefit of INR ~100,000 crore are spread across
ESTIMATES
multiple flows and multiple originators and beneficiaries
INR Crore
Flow category

Sub-flow category
1.1 Cash
1.2 Subsidy

1

Welfare
schemes

Not
applicable

Central government ministries and departments

1.3

Service –
individual

Other
central
MoH MoHRD MoPD MoC&F MoF MoA MoD govt

MoRD
6100

500

600

25400

2500

400

1300

0

0

0

3300

400

India
post

IR

Other
govt

2.1 Salaries

3 Pensions

3.1 Pensions

0

0

0

0

4700

11300

8800

1200

400

5000

35100

2700

200

1600

3700

9500

500

500

10300

10300

2200

400

100

400

3000

100

0

0

100

100

100

0

0

0

4.1 Savings bank
Small savings
4 schemes disbursement

4.2

Savings
certificates

4.3 Others (PPF)
5.1 Income
5.2
5 Personal taxes

0

1200

1200

3400

800

800

1000

300

300

300

100

400

100

Stamp and
registration

5.3 Vehicle
5.4 Property

Savings
certificates

6.3 Others (PPF)
7 Others

7.1 PF

0

0
0

400

1300 25400

3300

600

400

100

2100

200

28%

3500

1%

0

0%

7000

4%

1500

1%

5300

4%

0

0%

100000

8%

100

100

0
1000

2900

400

400

500

200

200

300

0
0

9200

82700

200

1000

0

7.2 Railways
Total

400

0

6.1 Savings bank
6.2

400

0

5.5 Employment
Small savings
6 schemes
receipts

Total for
Total by % of
intermediary category volume

0

State
1.4
government
2 Salaries

Total for Total for
origina- benefitor
ciary

State
govt

100

0
3900

0

24200

71000

26200

2800

SOURCE: McKinsey analysis; India budget; state budgets; RBI handbook on state budgets; ministry level budgets

Strategic benefits
Electronic payments also provide a range of strategic benefits to the nation, cutting
across payment flows and accruing to payers and beneficiaries. These include:
 Improved utilisation of services: Our analysis of different schemes and
programmes reveals that, by ensuring reliability, e-payments will increase the
utilisation of government services. Consumers of these services will gain trust
in the system and more will step forward to utilise them. The social objectives of
central ministries and state governments will be met as e-payments indirectly
increase the reach of services. To illustrate:
—— The utilisation of NREGS funds rose dramatically from about 50 to 75 per cent
in districts of Andhra Pradesh when wage payments became more reliable.
In contrast, the Ministry of Rural Development’s published figures for all of
India show that the average days worked per person in 2008-09 was only
48, and only 73 per cent of funds were utilised. Although the numbers could
reflect local economic realities (beneficiaries have better job alternatives than
the NREGS) there is still a lot of room for increasing utilisation through an
improved payments system.
—— Despite increased awareness that institutional deliveries mean lower infant
and maternal mortality rates, institutional child births in India account for
only 44 per cent of total births. The Janani Suraksha Yojana (JSY), run by
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the Ministry of Health and Family Welfare under the National Rural Health
Mission, aims to increase institutional deliveries in rural India by providing
cash incentives to women for delivering at state-run health centres. The
wide disparity in utilisation of this benefit across states suggests a large
variation in the state’s ability to pay these incentives. This is reinforced by
reports14 indicating that it takes anywhere from three weeks to a year to
receive payments. As a part of the Millennium Development Goals, the
Planning Commission and the Health Ministry aspire to reduce infant
mortality to 28 deaths per 1000 births by 2012. E-payments in JSY are one
way to achieve that objective.
—— India Post offers savings products to millions of rural households across
India, but only a fraction of rural households, especially poor ones, use the
facility. Encouraging these households to save through post-office accounts
would require improving the convenience and quality of the service and
reducing the incidence of fraud. Channelling their household savings into
the post office system will help these beneficiaries secure their savings
and increase their income potential through interest. India Post will benefit
through the increased savings stock from these households.
—— An electronic system for payments and supply chain would help reduce
waste in public food distribution. Grain procurement by the Food Corporation
of India (FCI) is currently hampered by a lack of timely data on food
consumption patterns in the country. As a result, FCI often procures more
than the required food grains to support the public distribution channel.
Sources in the Department of Food and Public Distribution15 say that about
60,000 metric tonnes of food grains were wasted in 2009, an amount that
could have fed about 1 million people for a year. Some part of this wastage
can be avoided through an electronic payments system.
 Improved quality of services: A reliable payment system would help central
ministries and state governments improve the quality of government services in
several ways:
—— Beneficiaries under the Indira Awaas Yojana (IAY) get subsidies to help
build or renovate their houses. Payment inefficiencies have meant that
they get only an average of 50 to 75 per cent of what they are allotted for
the construction, which often implies that they have to compromise on
the quality of construction. The Ministry of Rural Development reports the
large prevalence of lower quality constructions even though the benefit
of INR 45,000 per beneficiary should be sufficient to meet quality norms.
E-payments will ensure that the beneficiary gets the full entitled amount and
will help meet the Ministry of Rural Development’s quality and quantity goals
on houses constructed.
—— The National Rural Health Mission has struggled with its recruitment goals for
Accredited Social Health Activists (ASHA) who are the primary health service
providers in villages. A large part of the problem stems from workers’ distrust
14 “National Rural Health Mission Reproductive & Child Health Program Phase II 6th Joint
Review Mission”, July 2009, Ministry of Health & Family Welfare, Government of India
15 “Unable to store, FCI wants food grain exported” , July 27 2010, IBN India
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in the state’s ability to make promised payments. Many cases of delay in and
denial of entitled payments have made it difficult for the state to recruit and
retain these workers. The Health Ministry and state governments need to
ensure the reliability of these payments to deliver the highest quality health
care.
—— Our analysis indicates that teacher attendance in primary schools across
the country is correlated to the reliability and consistency of teacher salary
payments. In states that do well on this measure, SSA teacher attendance
is higher than 90 per cent and in states where incidents of delays in salary
payments or lack of salary payments is more widespread, the teacher
attendance varies from 60 to 80 per cent. While the government has made
great strides in ensuring the universal accessibility of education, a truly
committed and motivated teacher body is needed to ensure the highest
standards of education. Timely payment of benefits would be an important
element in increasing teachers’ commitment levels.
 Greater financial inclusion: Secure and reliable electronic payments
increase trust in and access to the banking and payments system, resulting
in greater acceptance and adoption. According to a study, 96 per cent of
NREGS beneficiaries save informally at home, suggesting a large potential
for formal savings schemes. Similar potential can be expected among social
security beneficiaries as well. Reliable and convenient payment to beneficiaries
through formal channels will be the first step towards pooling these savings
into the banking system. Electronic payments through banks also aid financial
security and inclusion by creating a transaction history for poor households,
and providing them with a financial identity that has so far eluded them. A
reliable trail of payments and transactions will allow banks to offer customers
other financial products. For example, banks can provide credit on the back
of a transaction history, allowing them to price products more favourably for
individual customers. Brazil’s banks have used accounts created for the purpose
of government benefit payments to provide other financial services, including
micro-loans.
 Reduced corruption and better law and order: A transparent payment trail
and a robust know-your-customer process backed by biometric authentication
would significantly reduce corruption in the form of funds diversion, money
laundering and financing for extremist and other illegal groups, and reduce
the workload of police investigating these matters. In Argentina, for example, a
survey revealed that payment of bribes reduced from 3.6 to 0.3 per cent of all
transactions when e-payment was used for government benefit payments.16
To the extent that electronic payments can ensure quality delivery of social
and economic development programmes in the more less developed regions
of India, lower disenchantment levels can help reduce some of India’s law and
order problems. Finally, e-payments would enable the Reserve Bank of India to
track money flow in the economy by ensuring greater transparency into the flow
of funds in the economy.

16 Duryea and Schargrodsky 2007; As reported in “Banking the Poor via G2P Payments”,
focus note no.58, December 2009, CGAP
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 More efficient planning: Opacity, delays and unreliable data hinder the
planning of welfare schemes today, but with e-payments, originators, along
with the Planning Commission, will be able to plan more efficiently due to the
timely availability and improved reliability of data, and transparent money trails.
They will also be able to eliminate payment bottlenecks in real time, ensuring
that any delays in fund flows are resolved in an efficient manner. The Ministry of
Finance will be able to more effectively control the nation’s working capital. It will
no longer have to release funds to states in six month tranches, only to see large
part of the money lying unused in current accounts for the entire year.
 Increased tax collection: With increase in e-payment transactions, the
volume of cash transactions in the nation will come down, due to the increased
convenience of electronic payments and the elimination of possible avenues
of cash usage over time. The Ministry of Finance will be able to increase tax
collections due to the resulting increased transparency of payment flows in the
nation. Examples of other countries such as South Korea17 have shown similar
increase in tax collections following increased e-payments. India’s grey market
economy is estimated at about 40 per cent of its formal economy. Even a 10 per
cent reduction in the grey economy can potentially result in an INR 50,000 to
60,000 crore tax windfall for the nation. This would be equivalent to a two-fold
increase in the NREGS wage rate.
 New business opportunities: An e-payments infrastructure will provide the
platform for other organisations to offer additional products and services to
rural customers. For example, India Post could add services such as advanced
remittance products and account-to-account transfers nationwide to the
e-payments infrastructure it sets up at post offices. Banks could also use the
infrastructure to sell additional products to rural customers. Customers earlier
considered unprofitable could now be targeted. The risks in serving them
would decline through the financial identities created by their use of e-payments
infrastructure. Telecom companies could potentially use the e-payments
infrastructure for prepaid collections (with customers paying directly from their
back accounts for talk time), reducing the cash carrying load on their distribution
networks.
 Creation of an information channel: An e-payments grid could serve as
a conduit for exchanging targeted information between the government and
citizens. This would occur, for instance:
—— When the government wants to pass on information to citizens, such as
entitlements under the targeted public distribution system (TPDS) or the
latest hourly wage rate under the NREGS
—— When the government wants to collect information from citizens, e.g., for
faster and efficient national sample surveys.

17 “Electronic Payments and Economic Growth”, June 2003, VISA / Global Insight
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Examples of e-payment benefits to government
stakeholders
Making e-payments a reality in India provides a multitude of benefits for many
important government stakeholders. As an example, we illustrate the benefits to
two very important stakeholders in the battle for inclusive growth: the Ministry of
Rural Development and the state governments.
For the Ministry of Rural Development (MoRD), e-payments can be an
important tool at their disposal to combat rural poverty and fulfil their mission
of adding rural citizens – an important, and unfortunately missing, element – to
India’s growth.
The MoRD is entrusted with running schemes that promote rural income
generation, ensuring housing for the rural population and providing basic
personal infrastructure like drinking water and sanitation. According to our
analysis, the extent of monetary inefficiency in these programmes is about
INR 23,000 crore, which constitutes about 40 per cent of the total expenditure of
INR 60,000 crore on all these programmes. The MoRD is directly out of pocket
by about INR 9,200 crore, driven by leakages that result in payouts to unintended
beneficiaries. The direct savings to the MoRD translates to approximately
INR 900 for each NREGS beneficiary – enough to increase the wage rate by
10 per cent. The INR 9,200 crore in potential benefits is as big as or bigger than
the expenditures on all MoRD programmes other than NREGS.
Monetary benefits are only a part of the overall benefits which are currently
impeded. Payment inefficiencies have large unintended consequences: they
impede utilisation, efficacy, and efficiency of welfare programmes. Lack of
participation by rural citizens mistrustful of the government has resulted in lower
utilisation of NREGS funds across many states. Rural beneficiaries prefer to take
on lower income jobs that guarantee reliable payments over NREGS, where
payments often gets delayed by weeks and defeat the very purpose for which
the programme was set up. In Andhra Pradesh, districts have seen an increase in
NREGS utilisation from 50 to 75 per cent where payment reliability was improved.
Reports indicate that rural beneficiaries of IAY end up constructing lower quality
houses as they do not get their full entitlement because of extraction by payment
intermediaries. Similar quality issues are to be expected in other programmes like
the rural sanitation programme and the infrastructure works under NREGS.
E-payments will enhance programme efficiency in two ways. First, timely
availability of all payments-related data can help the ministry plan more efficiently,
and reduce the extent of funds lying unused in various savings accounts across
the nation. There are many instances of districts who have utilised all their funds
in a timely manner, while other districts hold on to funds instead of using them.
Second, the availability of data can help in real time debottlenecking of paymentrelated issues, providing timely solutions to problems like identifying payment
delays in particular districts and implementing corrective measures.
In the last decade, the MoRD has achieved many milestones in furthering the
cause of rural economic development, and e-payment is an important tool that
can build on these achievements.
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State governments will also gain extensively from e-payments. As a payment
originator, the state government will accrue the same direct monetary benefits
that flow to other central ministries like the MoRD. The extent of these benefits
can be upward of INR 24,200 crore. A large part of the savings (about INR 18,000
crore) will come from reduced leakages, but a significant part (about INR 6,000
crore) will also accrue from reduced overhead and transaction costs.
The state government administers most welfare programmes, therefore,
payment inefficiencies related to transaction and overhead costs affect them
directly. For example, the state of Maharashtra audits every fair price shop in
the state at least twice a year – a time consuming and laborious process given
the manual nature of their record keeping. Similarly, all activities related to
tabulating and processing of benefit payments – wages to NREGS workers,
payments to rural female beneficiaries under JSY, and salaries of ASHA workers
– is undertaken by the gram, block and district level administrations of the state
government. Reduced overheads mean that district and block administrations
can spend time on more productive work, rather than processing payments.
Similar to the central ministries, the state government will not only enjoy the
benefits associated with higher utilisation and improved efficiency of its
programmes, but will also benefit in two other strategic ways. First, implementing
e-payments will help reduce stress on the state administration, as it leads to
reduced corruption and improved law and order. As audit reports point to
multiple transgressions, a significant workload is imposed on the state police
and judicial machinery to prosecute these cases. E-payments should not only
reduce the number of such cases, but also reduce the time required to process
the cases, as systems will now be more transparent. Second, e-payments will
also enhance the reliability of programmes and improve the overall economic
welfare of the intended communities, indirectly improving the trust equation
between the government machinery and the citizenry. The improved relationship
will in turn make it easier for the state administration to connect with its citizens for
important matters. Over the long term, this can potentially reduce the extent of
disenchantment against state administrations, which often leads to violence and
poor law and order situations in economically underprivileged districts.

The benefits described above can be secured through a comprehensive
e-payments solution. In order to succeed, however, e-payment systems must be
supported by key enablers and implemented through concerted action by the
centre and state governments. In creating potential solutions with the support of
central and state government bodies, we can envision a more financially secure and
inclusive society.
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3. Outline of an
e-payment solution
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The payment inefficiencies described in the last chapter can be comprehensively
addressed by introducing an e-payment solution with supporting enablers. This
chapter does not aim to make a set of prescriptions but to propose a case for
coordinated action by all stakeholders: central and state governments, regulators,
and other players in the ecosystem.
This chapter intends to provide stakeholders a starting point in implementing an
e-payment solution by envisioning a model district with an efficiently functioning
e-payment system and illustrates some of the potential risks involved.

CONTOURS OF A POTENTIAL SOLUTION
Establishing an e-payment system in India will require the government (central and
state), key policymakers and private players to join forces on three main initiatives:
1. Creating necessary infrastructure
—— Networking: All government departments and agencies involved in
payment flows need to be fully computerised and networked. The India Post
office system, for example, must incorporate a centralised server and a core
banking solution. Similarly, computerising the supply chain system for the
Targeted Public Distribution Scheme (TPDS), from Food Corporation of India
depots to individual fair price shops, and creating broadband connectivity
with appropriate software applications and systems for all government
bodies and agencies from gram panchayats and block-level offices upwards,
will create greater system efficiency.
—— Transaction: Setting up a comprehensive network of transaction points
for e-payments in India is critical to the success of financial inclusion. In
remote rural areas, cash-in/cash-out points enabled through RBI-regulated
Business Correspondent banking, will provide even the most remotely
located citizens with access to government services.
—— Authentication: All remote and branch-based transaction points should
be secured through technology-based authentication to ensure payments
reach their intended recipients securely. Food subsidy transactions at TPDS
stores, for instance, could be facilitated through biometric authentication
to track flow to recipients. Various Business Correspondent models are
experimenting with different authentication technologies such as biometric
devices and PIN-based authentication through mobile phone technology.
Worksite authentication through an e-attendance system, for NREGS, at
government schools and health centres, is also an important element of the
overall infrastructure requirement.
We estimate that the infrastructure for a universal e-payment solution will entail
a one-time investment of INR 60,000 crore to INR 70,000 crore. With a benefit of
about INR 100,000 crore, this would imply a payback period of less than one year
(Exhibit 3.1)
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Exhibit 3.1

One-time investment envisages comprehensive infrastructure set-up at
key transaction intermediaries and government agencies
ESTIMATES
Key assumptions

ƒ

Unique Identification (UID): Allocation for issuing
UID to 60 cr individuals

ƒ

Post-office (PO): Computers & other hardware,
networking and software at all POs, smart cards
and authentication devices at rural POs

ƒ

Gram panchayat (GP) attendance systems: 8
biometric attendance systems at each GP (NREGS
works, schools and hospitals)

ƒ

Targeted public distribution system (TPDS): Smart
cards for all TPDS beneficiaries, authentication
equipments at all fair price shops and cost of
computerization of TPDS operations

ƒ

Information and communication Technology
(government): Computers at each GP and block,
additional hardware, training costs

ƒ

Business correspondent (smart cards): All rural
adults are equipped with smart cards

ƒ

Retailers (authentication device): Each retailer
(customer service points) serves ~150 customers
and are equipped with authentication equipment

INR ‘000 crore
Broadband
infrastructure
UID
Post-office
GP (attendance
systems)
FPS system
ICT (government)
Smart
cards
Retailers:
authentication device
Total

Cost of towers and micro
fibre link as estimated by
Department of Telecom

32-35
6-7

Computerisation and
networking of PostOffices is underway

5-6

USD 0.08 bn has been
allocated under 11th Plan
for computerisation of
Zonal, Regional and
District offices and
depots

5-6
3-4
3-4
3-4
3-4

DoT has announced
funding of ~USD 0.44
for GPs through the
Universal Services
Obligation Fund

60-70

SOURCE: Press articles; annual reports; McKinsey analysis

2. Maximising use of payment infrastructure by commercial players
While the government enables an e-payment environment, the ultimate viability
of e-payments depends on Business Correspondents (BC) – agent network
managers – who must find the right business model to identify, train, and
manage a vast network of cash-in/cash-out points across a broad geography.
BCs should optimise their operating model to provide these points at minimum
cost, and actively seek partnerships with state governments, banks, and other
financial services providers to maximise products and revenues through the
channel. Financial service providers should pro-actively develop and distribute
products that are suited to the average rural household over e-payment
networks. For instance, banks could develop microcredit products for individual
lending, while insurance companies could sell micro-insurance plans to the
same consumer base. As an ancillary benefit, the same infrastructure could be
used to reach out to all types of customers, offering new services at a reduced
cost and with greater convenience, such as bill payments over the BC channel.
3. Establishing guidelines to ensure maximum utilisation of the
e-payment infrastructure
—— Electronic payment of all government salaries and wages: Currently,
some states make more than 90 per cent of salary and wage payments in
cash or cheque, even though e-payment options are available. Central and
state governments should ensure that all new employees have their salaries
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remitted electronically to their bank accounts, and over time, create accounts
for existing employees, eliminating the use of cash and cheque altogether.
—— State government payments to vendors/contractors: States should
establish a policy to electronically pay approved vendors and contractors
through registered bank accounts when contracting them for governmentfunded work.
—— Payments between government entities: All payments between
different government entities should be made electronically. While this is
already happening in most states up to the district level, some payment
transactions at a sub-district level are still made by cheque.
—— Tax payments: The government has already set up the necessary
infrastructure for online tax payments such as income and property tax.
Currently, all corporate income tax payments and a large part of the personal
income tax payments are made online. However, some individuals continue
to make tax payments via cheque/draft. In order to push electronic tax
collections, the government could consider offering incentives for online
payment.
Putting the required infrastructure in place and ensuring that it is utilized to the
maximum by private players and government will create a world where payment
inefficiencies are eradicated and all citizenry, the privileged and the under-privileged,
get full and equal access to convenient and affordable payment and other financial
services. In essence, we will create a model world.

Imagining a model district with a fully functional
e-payments system
In a model district (Exhibit 3.2), payment is efficient and reliable, beneficiaries
receive their full entitlement, no one receives unentitled benefits, and all payment
and data flows are easily monitored through an electronic system. Some of the
benefits of payments in the model district are:
All payments originating from the government flow into an individual’s
bank account through electronic fund transfers (EFT). Beneficiaries of
NREGS, NRHM or IAY no longer have to depend on the availability and honesty of
gram panchayat officials to obtain their benefits. Teachers, health workers, and
other government employees do not have to wait for three weeks to as long as a
year to obtain their entitlements.
District residents have easy access to financial products. Rural citizens
do not have to travel a long distance to conduct their financial transactions, as
kirana stores, petrol pumps, and other “cash transacting” entities regulated by
RBI guidelines, act as BCs of scheduled commercial banks. Banks and BCs
have data on poor households in the area, and can cost-effectively bring credit,
insurance, and savings products to their customers. At BC points, residents are
able to perform a range of financial transactions such as balance and NREGS
deposit inquiries, cash withdrawals, e-payments for goods and services, etc.
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All payment transactions involving poor households are secured using biometric
authentication. The fair price shop owner can no longer turn away rightful
beneficiaries and divert the denied rations into the open market under bogus
names. Biometric identification ensures that opportunities for fraud or funds
diversion have been eliminated.
All payment-related information is transmitted electronically between the
government, its agencies, and payment intermediaries. All departments of the
government, from the lowest to the highest level, have real-time, accurate data
on welfare programmes. They can now track student and teacher attendance
at each school, the number of work days for each NREGS employee, and the
number of births at village sub-centres across the country. A block-level official
no longer has to spend one day a week collating manual ledgers from various
worksites, or preparing pay order instructions for NREGS beneficiaries. A state
government employee no longer has to spend many days a year auditing each
fair-price shop’s accounts ledger.
Exhibit 3.2

E-payment in a model district
Post-office
All deposits and withdrawals into postoffice savings account authenticated
biometrically
Payments
through post
office savings
accounts

State government
Flow of information for
planning, monitoring,
payment release

All state government
salaries and
payments via EFT

State agency

EFT

EFT
Branch
post office

Head/ sub
post office

EFT

Bank

Bank

Flow of information to
enable payments
(welfare schemes)

District office

Local Schools

Gram
Panchayat

Payments through lead
bank savings accounts

Data
collection from
field through
electronic
attendance
systems

NREGS
works

Electronic
attendance
system

NRHM sub-centre

Correspondent banking
arrangement between banks

BC
ƒ Smart card-enabled deposits
ƒ
Local Kirana/ pharmacies

& withdrawals through
biometric authentication
Mobile enabled deposits &
withdrawals over bank
account

Channel managers / BC aggregators operating
with lead banks
ƒ Enable cash-in / cash-out / transfer transaction
ƒ Push financial inclusion through micro-loans /
micro-insurance

TPDS

SMART card
enabled transaction
with biometric
authentication

TPDS
shops
equipped
with
biometric
device
RFID tracking of food

Computerised offices

Depots (Mandal/block/GP)

grains

Flow of information for
tracking, planning, monitoring

District office

Regional/zonal office

Electronic flow of
information
Flow of benefits

Biometric authentication
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THE NEED FOR CAREFUL MONITORING
Implementing an e-payments system in India will require concerted effort by
several stakeholders. As originators, central ministries and state governments
have an important role in formulating a set of guidelines to implement, encourage,
and monitor best practices by e-payment flow intermediaries. Given their ability to
mobilise faster, state governments would be key implementers. Regulators would
need to formulate policies that favour the adoption of e-payments.
To provide an optimal solution, it would be beneficial for various implementers
to develop a standardised identification platform for authenticating citizens.
The Universal Identification Authority of India (UIDAI) can be a crucial enabler in
standardising authentication norms across payment flows.
However, even as the details of specific solutions are tackled by various
implementers, a nodal agency should be appointed to monitor progress. The
agency should carry the authority, both moral and administrative, to ensure that
slippages in implementation are addressed appropriately by the departments
involved. The Ministry of Finance, being the nodal authority in charge of planning and
budgeting for the central government and having the mandate to pursue financial
inclusion, is one potential option for being this nodal agency. In Exhibit 3.3, we
suggest a set of indicators of progress that could be the starting point for this agency
to spearhead India’s path to electronification of payments.
Exhibit 3.3

Indicators for monitoring e-payment roll-out
Element of
solution

Infrastructure

New
business
models

Government policy
guidelines

Indicator

Tracking
frequency

Measurement process

ƒ

Percentage of gram panchayats computerised and
connected to broadband

Monthly

ƒ

States compile list from individual districts and submit to
monitoring agency

ƒ

Percentage of blocks computerised and with
broadband connection

Monthly

ƒ

States compile list from individual districts and submit to
monitoring agency

ƒ

Percentage of post offices computerised and linked
to central server

Quarterly

ƒ

India Post compiles list and sends to monitoring agency

ƒ

Percentage of fair price shops computerised and
linked to central server

Quarterly

ƒ

States compile list (with data from districts) and send to
Department of PD and the monitoring agency

ƒ

Percentage of gram panchayats with BC access

Quarterly

ƒ

Banks publish report on a quarterly basis – no. of BC access
points with GP, block and district details

ƒ

Number of financial products sold through each BC
channel (average)

Half yearly

ƒ

RBI to define definition norms on products and minimum
volume to be qualified for counting

ƒ

Number of government payments flowing through
each BC channel (average)

Half yearly

ƒ

Banks publish numbers with details of each product, volumes
and details of districts served

ƒ

Volume of flow through the BC channel
(cumulative)

Half yearly

ƒ

Banks publish data by district and state

ƒ

Number of states with salary payments not fully
automated

Half yearly

ƒ

States report percentage of salary disbursed through EFT to
the monitoring agency

ƒ

Number of ministries with salaries payments not
fully automated

Half yearly

ƒ

Each central ministry reports percentage of salary disbursed
through EFT to the monitoring agency

ƒ

Number of states without provision for electronic
payments of state and municipal taxes do not exist

Half yearly

ƒ

States collect information from each municipality and report to
monitoring agency

SOURCE: McKinsey analysis
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POTENTIAL RISKS IN AN ELECTRONIC WORLD
As with all new systems, an e-payments system’s design and implementation will
need to address two categories of risks (Exhibit 3.4):
 Operational risks: An electronic system might be subject to internal or external
fraud, damage to physical assets due to catastrophic events or vandalism, a
risk of system failure, and the risk of employee redundancy. It will also be part
of changeover challenges from the existing system. The changeover will affect
processes, as well as people who will require new skill sets. Any of these may
create a differing range of losses based on frequency of occurrence and severity
of impact (Exhibit 3.5), in contrast to a cash-based economy where risk tends to
be high frequency, but low impact.
 Risks of full financial inclusion: While e-payments will catalyse financial
inclusion, people may still not make the correct choices about their finances
if they do not receive sufficient education. With the “credit-only” orientation
given to them by some financial providers, there is a risk of large-scale debt, as
payment intermediaries attempt to sell more products, and consumers end up
taking on too much or too expensive credit. The government needs to create
public awareness of the risks involved in purchasing financial services products.
There is also a risk of unproductive utilisation of disbursed credit if effective
market linkages are not created.
Exhibit 3.4

E-payments and financial inclusion come with inherent risks that needs to
be acknowledge and address for in any final solution
Category

Risk Type
Internal fraud
External fraud
Business
continuity

Operational
risks in an
electronified
world

Physical
security
Technology
failure
Employee
redundancy and
discrimination
Change
management

Risks of full
financial
inclusion

Over-leveraging
Productive use
of credit

SOURCE: McKinsey analysis

Description

ƒ

Losses due to acts of a type intended to defraud, misappropriate property or circumvent the
law, which involves at least one internal party

ƒ

Losses due to acts of a type intended to defraud, misappropriate property or circumvent the
law, by a third party

ƒ

Loss or damage to physical assets from catastrophic event (e.g. natural disaster, terrorism or
other events)

ƒ

Destruction of property by vandalism, theft, or accident

ƒ

Failure of technological systems – e.g. hardware, software, utility outage

ƒ
ƒ

Redundancy of government employees due to reduced work-load
Risk of unintentional discrimination due to lack of requisite skills (e.g. knowledge of English,
computer literacy etc)

ƒ

Risk of successfully managing change at a large scale

ƒ

Risk of over-leveraging beyond repayment capacity of the poor

ƒ

Lack of right linkages (skill, market) might result in lack of productive use of credit; Increased
credit without increased productivity might lead to an inflationary society
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Exhibit 3.5

Frequency and severity of impact of each operational
risk event varies significantly

CONCEPTUAL
High severity of losses
& low mitigation

Frequency
Risk Categories
6

1
4
7

5

2

3
Severity of Impact

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Internal fraud
External fraud
Business continuity
Physical security
Technology failure
Employee redundancy
and discrimination
7. Change management
Risks in a
cash economy with
decentralized
operations are usually
high frequency, low
severity

SOURCE: McKinsey analysis

The economic and social benefits of electronic payment will far outweigh the costs.
If the government can plan and implement an electronic payment system with the
coordinated involvement of all stakeholders, India could take a giant leap forward
and be a role model for emerging economic powers in driving inclusive economic
growth and financial security for its citizens. By acting now, the Indian government
can finally make these fundamental and long-awaited goals a reality.
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Appendix A: Methodology
To estimate the benefits of an e-payments system for government payment flows,
we used the following seven-step process:
1. Define the scope of the project: The project had a two-fold objective: to
estimate the benefits to the government and the country of converting payments
between the government and individual citizens to an electronic format, and to
review the automation of those payments involving poor / financially excluded
households to catalyse financial inclusion. To that end, we considered all direct
payment transactions between consumers and the government as well as
specific social welfare schemes of the government where the primary targets
of the scheme are the financially excluded population of the country. Apart from
the direct cash-based welfare schemes, two other types of welfare schemes
are meant for poor households: subsidy-based and services to individuals.
Separately, based on analyses of the budget of three states, we assumed
that an additional 7 per cent of total state revenue expenditure goes towards
independent state-run welfare schemes that are predominantly geared towards
poor households.
2. Structure payment flows: We categorised individual flows by type and subtype based on common characteristics and the substantive intention of the
payment such as social- and economic welfare-related, receipts vs. expenditure
on small savings-related payments, government salaries, and pensions (Exhibit
A1). We also categorised individual flows by originator to identify the most
important stakeholders.
Exhibit A1

We categorised the INR 1,332,000 crore payment flows into
sub-flows and specific payment types with an originator focus
INR Crore
Flow category

Sub-flow category
1.1
1.1

1
Cash
Cash1

1.2
1.2

Subsidy11
Subsidy

1 Welfare Schemes 1.3
1.3
1 Welfare Schemes

Service
Service –
–1
Individual
individual1

1.4
1.4

Service –
State govt 1
Community

1.5

State
Government

2 Salaries

2.1

Salaries

3 Pensions

3.1

Pensions

4.1

Savings Bank

4.2

Savings
Certificates

4.3

Others (PPF)

5.1

Income

5.2

Stamp and
registration

5.3

Vehicle

5.4

Property Tax

5.5

Employment

6.1

Savings Bank

Small savings
4 schemes
disbursement

5 Personal Taxes

6

Small savings
6.2
schemes receipts

7 Others

Not applicable

Central government ministries and departments

Savings
Certificates

6.3

Others (PPF)

7.1

Provident Fund

7.2

Railways
Total

MoRD

MoH

MoHRD

Type of welfare
scheme

MoPD

MoC&F

Scheme name
NREGS
IAY

1.1 Cash

NSAP
Total sanitation
campaign
Fertilizer
subsidy

1.2 Subsidy

TPDS
SGSY
Others
SSA
NRHM

1.3

Service –
individual

ICDS
MDM
SGRY
Labour welfare
scheme

1.4 State govt

All
Total

MoF

MoA

MoD

Other
Central
Govt

MoRD MoH MoHRD MoPD MoC&F MoF

IR

India
Post

Other
Govt

Other
central
MoA MoD govt
IR

State
Govt

India Other
post govt

Total

Total by
Category

State
Total by
govt Total category
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3. Prioritise flows for benefits estimation: The effort behind benefits
estimation had two dimensions: rigour of payment flow analysis, and depth
of inefficiency calculation. We prioritised payment flows into three broad
approaches with a varying degree of effort based on volume of the payment flow,
hypothesis on potential savings, and number of financially excluded households
involved (Exhibit A2). We then prioritised flows ensuring rigorous coverage for
most of the flows, and similar in-depth analysis across different payment flow
types (Exhibit A3).
Exhibit A2
% of total payment volume
analysed using the methodology

Deep Dive
ƒ In-depth study of payment flow,
payment modes, leakage points and
amount, transaction costs and
administration cost through
– Field visits
– Stake-holder/enabler/regulator/
expert/intermediary interviews
– Secondary research
– Bottom-up numeric and strategic
analysis of inefficiency
69%

Deep
Light

Depth of inefficiency estimation

We prioritised payment flows by degree of effort
in benefits estimation based on three criteria

Extrapolation
ƒ Extrapolating weighted average of
leakage, transaction cost and
administrative cost of deep dive and
replication payment flows to rest of the
payment flows

Replication
ƒ Estimation of leakage, transaction cost
and administrative cost through
– Understanding payment process
through interviews and secondary
research
– Mapping of payment flow & method
to one of the deep dive payment
process
– Applying similar numerical analysis
14%
17%

Light

Deep

Rigour of payment flow analysis
SOURCE: McKinsey analysis

Criteria for
prioritising flows
for deep dive,
replication and
extrapolation



Volume of the
flow



Hypothesis on
potential for
savings
Number of
financially
excluded
households
touched
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Exhibit A3

We calculated inefficiency related to INR 919,000 crore (69% of total) in
flows through detailed analysis and another INR 225,000 crore (17% of
total) through replication
INR ‘000 Crore

Payment flows

Welfare schemes

Salaries

1 Deep dive estimation

2 Replication

Payment flows

Payment flows

Volume

NREGS
SSA
TPDS

122

Railways
Defence
PO
State salaries

261

IAY
Fertilizer subsidy
NRHM
ICDS
SGRY
MDM

3 Extrapolation
Volume

Payment flows

122

Total
Volume

NSAP
Total Sanitation
Program
SGSY
SJSRY
Others
State government

47

290

Other Central
government
ministries

38

299

Pensions

Pensions

139

Small savings
schemes
disbursement

Savings bank

140

Savings
certificate

40

PPF

14

194

Income tax
Property tax

135

Stamp &
registration
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Vehicle tax
Employment tax

19

199

Savings bank

122

Savings
certificate

18

PPF

10

150

60

60

Personal taxes

Small savings
schemes receipts

139

Provident Fund
Railways

Others
Total

919
69%

225
17%

188

1332

14%

100%

SOURCE: McKinsey analysis; India budget; state budgets; RBI handbook on state budgets; ministry level budgets

4. Analyse flows and estimate inefficiency: We conducted field visits
to Andhra Pradesh and Maharashtra at the gram panchayat level for a first
hand review of payment flows, and conducted more than 50 interviews of
stakeholders, beneficiaries, intermediaries, and experts. In addition, we studied
existing literature, including government and third-party audits and press reports
to validate our hypothesis. Next, we prepared detailed payment flow diagrams
to identify areas of inefficiency (Exhibit A 4). We then systematically estimated
inefficiencies in payment flows through application of inefficiency to relevant
areas. Finally, we redistributed inefficiencies by originator of payment flows
(Exhibit A 5).
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Exhibit A4

We prepared detailed payment flow diagrams, identifying payment
inefficiencies at each payment node
Release of funds to district program office
Release funds to
State SSA
mission

Central govt
department

State govt
department

State
implementation
society

District govt

District project
director bank a/c

Funds flow
Flows differ by state

Release state
allocation to
district

EFT

L

Leakage related
inefficiency

C

Cost related inefficiency

Teacher salaries

C1
L1

EFT / check
Block/ cluster
resource centre

Funding BRC/
CRC operations

Village
Education
Committee

Headmaster/
VEC joint a/c

Civil works

School & teacher
grant
C2 , L 2

Others (textbooks,
maintenance etc)

Cash / check

Exhibit A5
Inefficiency estimation by deep dive for NREGS

We systematically estimated the extent of each type of inefficiency
through bottom-up modelling and past audit data from across states

Intervention
` crore

%

INR Crore

Payment originators

Major expenditure heads

Extent / source of inefficiency

ƒ
Wage payments

Central wage
contribution
(MoRD)
19100
State wage
contribution
7400

26500

X

71%

L1
Leakage at wage
payments because of
exaggeration of workers
and attendance
– lack of authentication
L2/3

ƒ Leakage because of
X

NREGS
37300

L4

Extraction leakage
estimation in
NREGS

Civil works
10800

Cash

Extraction leakage at
bank / GP

25%

% representation of
each type of model

2%

Bank
15%
20%

X
29%

India
post
15%
78%

Weighted
average
leakage %
15%

Central govt (MoRD)
2900

15%
4000

State govt
1100
15%

extraction at bank / India
post
– lack of authentication

ƒ Leakage at works

Central civil
works
contribution
10800

Volume of inefficiency (` Crores)

4000

Beneficiary
4000

1900

Central govt (MoRD)
1900

18%

payment because of over
invoicing
– manual record keeping

Wage and works leakage
estimation in NREGS

Bad
state

Average
state

Good
state

Weighted
average
leakage %

Leakage level in wage

20%

12%

7%

15%

Leakage level in works

24%

15%

3%

18%

% representation of each
type of state

40%

55%

5%

SOURCE: Official budget allocations statements; field visits; expert interviews; McKinsey analysis
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5. Identify underlying issues: In this step, we identified the underlying issues
causing inefficiencies across payment flows. This involved a rigorous three-step
process involving listing sources of inefficiencies, root cause analysis and a
persistent failure test.
A. Exhaustive sources of inefficiencies: We first listed the exhaustive sources
of inefficiencies covering many different payment flows we had analysed in
depth.
B. Root cause analysis: We analysed each of the sources of inefficiency
and identified the primary drivers of the inefficiencies by probing the
reason behind their existence, e.g. misidentification of beneficiary and
misrepresentation of beneficiary. We repeated this process till we identified
the root cause of the inefficiency.
C. Persistent failure test: Probing each root cause, we tested whether solutions
for any single cause or a combination of causes would resolve any other root
cause automatically. We eliminated such redundant underlying issues to
finalise our list.
6. Develop a potential solution: We identified the contours of the solution space
to address payment inefficiencies. To do this, we used the following three-part
framework to reduce payment efficiencies:
A. Building infrastructure: What infrastructure is needed to address core
issues?
B. Private participation: What do private players need to do improve economic
viability of the infrastructure rails?
C. Government policies and guidelines: What policy guidelines are required to
ensure maximum utilisation of e-payments?
We then identified specific outcomes of solutions to ensure underlying issues
are resolved and estimated the cost of the preliminary solution. For instance,
to resolve the issue of lack of authentication, authentication infrastructure is
required. Infrastructure is also needed to eliminate inefficiencies caused by the
use of manual processes. Regulation changes are required to reduce the use of
cash and cheque and also to improve access to banks and post offices.
7. Syndicate with stakeholders: We identified the important stakeholders who
need to be part of the solution scope. We then syndicated findings and refined
our solutions based on their perspectives.
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Appendix B: Electronic payments across the world
In this section, we highlight some global e-payment initiatives underway, and some
of the pilot projects being launched in India. Our analysis indicates that as many
as 17 countries across the world are trying out various e-payment models. The
examples below are not meant to be exhaustive but are illustrative of some of the
actions in this space.
Electronic payments globally: In many countries, government benefit payments
are being leveraged to deliver e-payment solutions. In Brazil, electronic benefit
cards have been issued by a state-owned financial institution to deliver grants under
the ‘Bolsa Familia’ program that reaches a quarter of the country’s population
(12.4 million households), providing financial aid to indigent Brazilian families.18 This
has resulted in cutting the administrative cost of delivering millions of grants by about
five-fold, from 14.7 to 2.6 per cent of grant value disbursed, and has accounted for
20 per cent of the reduction in inequality in recent years. 84 per cent of the recipients
withdraw benefits using their electronic benefit card at one of 13,000 lottery kiosks,
correspondents, or POS equipped merchants acting as agents. In South Africa,
one-quarter of the country’s more than nine million benefit recipients have their
government payments electronically transferred into a financially inclusive bank
account.19 The South African Social Security Administration (SASSA) saw its costs
of delivering social transfers drop 62 per cent (to less than INR 90 per payment) after
moving to bank accounts offered by the private banking sector (Bankable Frontier
Associates 2006). In the country, where ATMs historically have not been located
in rural and low-income areas, Net1, a non-bank payment service company, has
established a network of several thousand merchants equipped with POS terminals.
More than a third of government grants disbursed by Net1 were withdrawn at a POS
terminal in the quarter ended March 2009. Other examples of e-payments have
been seen in Mexico (Jóvenes con Oportunidades), Argentina (Jefes y Jefas de
Hogar) and Colombia (Familias en Accion).
Countries like Kenya (M-PESA) and Phillipines (Smart Money, G-Cash) are delivering
e-payment solutions where providing better peer-to-peer payment solutions is the
primary objective, and not the reliable delivery of government benefit payments.
In Kenya in 2007, Safaricom launched M-Pesa, a mobile money service primarily
providing domestic P2P transfers. Approximately 37 per cent of all Safaricom
subscribers use M-Pesa (~5 million of ~13.6 million total subscribers) through an
agent base of 10,000. Designed to be affordable to any customer who could afford
a mobile phone, its initial targets were those without bank accounts. The mobile
money service offers savings, domestic money transfers, airtime purchases,
loan disbursal and repayment, bill/tax payments, and small-value deposit and
withdrawal. Safaricom has recently tied up with Equity Bank to provide an integrated
banking solution to its customers.
Electronic payments in India: Many of the recommendations in this report are
already under different levels of consideration across the country. The government’s
flagship rural welfare program, NREGS, has seen the maximum number of pilot
projects to drive financial inclusion. Multiple states, including Andhra Pradesh,
18 “Banking the Poor via G2P Payments”, focus note no.58, December 2009, CGAP
19 “Banking the Poor via G2P Payments”, focus note no.58, December 2009, CGAP
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Rajasthan, Tamil Nadu, Bihar, Orissa, UP, and Kerala, are experimenting with
technology to deliver wage payments to workers reliably and quickly. Andhra
Pradesh has been at the forefront of such pilots to improve NREGS payments. The
state launched a program to disburse NREGS wages and SSP pensions via smart
cards and a network of agents equipped with mobile card readers. It has tied up with
multiple banks to be the lead in different districts, and contracted private companies
like Financial Inclusion Network & Operations Ltd. (FINO) and A Little World (ALW) to
provide technology and cash disbursement services to the rural citizens. The state
funds the program from its own budget to what amounts to 2 per cent of benefit
payments.
Similar pilots are being launched for other schemes as well. Eko India Financial
Services, in conjunction with SBI, is working on a pilot with the Bihar government to
disburse payments to Accredited Social Heath Activist (ASHA) workers employed
under the National Rural Health Mission. In the project in Sheikhpura district of Bihar,
the state government, along with Eko-SBI, has introduced a ‘mobile money transfer
system’ to pay the ASHA workers instantly by transferring money to their mobileenabled bank account. The Government of Rajasthan has recently undertaken the
initiative to transform the Public Distribution System (PDS) system in the state. It is
evaluating smart cards and food coupons as two alternate options to deliver the
food subsidy program. The state plans to use Unique Identification Device (UID)
as an enabler to prevent duplication and set up a web based solution for online
monitoring of PDS. The Andhra Pradesh government is also considering a pilot to
make transactions at the fair price shops electronic.
Even as payment reliability is being improved upon through e-payments, different
stakeholders are actively investing in the right electronic infrastructure to increase
the effectiveness of such solutions. The computerisation of Targeted Public
Distribution System has been initiated by the Department of Food & Public to
make the system more transparent, efficient, effective, and accountable with the
help of Information & Communication Technology (ICT). The project intends to
cover the full supply chain of the TPDS system starting from Department of Food
& Public Distribution, to State Food & Civil Supplies Department and Agencies
and even District and Block level food supplies offices. India Post is adopting an IT
modernisation programme to improve its service quality and operational efficiency
and plans to introduce a centralised core banking solution with alternate delivery
channels facilitating an “anytime, anywhere” banking environment. The alternate
delivery channels proposed for service delivery are ATMs, Internet, Phone and
Mobile Banking. Various state governments are adopting e-Governance initiatives
to serve as a platform for facilitating electronic payments in the state. As per the
National Informatics Centre Services Inc. Report in September 2009, three states,
Gujarat, Kerala, and West Bengal are in a “mature” stage of e-Governance, and
11 states are in “growth” stage, while 14 are in “infant” stage. Kerala has
implemented SWAN (state wide area network) till the Block level (GP provided
by BSNL) and has provided computers at all levels up to the zila parishad with
dedicated computer rooms, with each level using Citizen Service Delivery
Applications and Administrative Applications.
The Reserve Bank of India and the central and state governments have made
noteworthy progress in making most of the salary and tax payments electronic in
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the nation. While a few states still lag, most states and central government ministries
and departments transfer employee salary directly into a recipient’s bank account.
The income tax department provides a comprehensive online payment and return
filing solution to all tax payers in the country. 100 per cent of corporate income tax
and a vast majority of personal income tax are now collected electronically – either
online or at banks.
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